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'To (all whom it “may concern:
an automobile bumper 11. It will be under
Be it known that I, ROLLIE B. FAGEOL, a stood
that this bumper may be of any type,
citizen of the United States, residing at but
that
it is preferable to construct it along
Los Angeles, county of Los Angeles, and
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the lines of the loop end spring bar bumper
5 State of California, have invented new and as
indicated in Fig. 4 of the drawing,‘ or the
useful Improvements in Combined Bumpers

free end spring bar bumper as indicated in 60
and Radiator Shields, of which the follow Fig.
5 of the drawing. In any event the
ing is a speci?cation.
bumper
extends transversely of the vehicle
This invention relates to a combined frame with
its outer endsassuming a pro
it bumper and radiator shield for automobiles. tecting position
in front of the vehicle Y
It is the principal object of the present fenders. The bumper
thus ‘act in the 65
invention to provide a suitable protective usual manner to protect will
the forward portion
structure for the radiator and fenders of of
the vehicle and frame in case of collision.
an automobile, which structure will stand
additional device is incoroporated in
16 in a position to shield these parts of the theAnpresent
structure which comprises a
vehicle from danger in the event of collision, radiator shield
This shield is prefer 70
and at the same time to absorb the impact ably formed of a12.
plurality
of bars 13 which
shock thus arising so that -a minimum are secured by their lower ends
to the trans
amount of damage will be done to the parts versely extending vehicle bumper
l1 and by
29 of the ear shielded by the structure.
their
upper
ends
to
a
transversefastening
The present invention preferably contem bar 14. It is preferable that these bars be
lates the use of a bumper of the spring ?at
in order to obtain the greatest shock
ar type to which are secured a plurality absorption from them when pressure is
of radiator protecting members which ob brought to bear against their front faces.
% tain a desired amount of resiliency from the The
bars are spaced close enough together
spring bar bumper on which they are mount to adequately
the radiator from most
ed and obtain additional resiliency due to objects whichprotect
.might
the manner in which they are secured by at the time .of collision.damage the‘ radiator
their upper ends to the radiator.
.
In the‘v form of invention shown in Fig. 2
30
The invention is illustrated by way of ex
the bars are arcuate in formation for a
ample in the accompanying drawings, in larger
portion of their length and terminate
i

which:

in looped ends 15 and 16. The loop 16 may
Fig. 1 is a view in front elevation showing project
slightly above the top of the radl
one form of the present invention as applied ator while the loop‘ 17 occurs adjacent the
as to an automobile.
bumper bar 11 to which the lower terminat
Fig. 2 is a view in vertical section through ing ends of the members 13 are fastened.
the automobile bumper disclosing one man This may be accomplished by rivets or bolts
ner in which the radiator protecting mem
bers may be formed.

_

as indicated at 17.
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The u per terminating

ends of the radiator shield) bars‘ 13 are re
m Fig. 3 is a view in vertical section through curved
to form the loops 15 and then ex
a bumper showing another form of the in tend downwardly
be fastened to a trans 95.
vention whereby the structure may also be versely positioned toclamping
bar 14. This
used as a luggage rack or tire support.
bar
may
be
of
any
design,
although
it is here
' Fig. 4 is a fragmentary view in plan shown as having ends extending rearwardl
showing the invention as embodying the use alon the opposite sides of the radiator she I
of a loop end spring bar bumper.
and icing clamped against the shell by a
Fig. 5 is a fragmentary view in plan bolt 18 extending across the front of the 100
showlng the invention embodying the use of radiator ‘for this purpose. With the radi
a free end bumper.
'
ator shield thus constructed it will be seen'
50 Referring more particularly to the draw that
a convex surface will be formed to ward
' ings, 10 indicates the side frame members olf any blows which might otherwise reach the 105
of an automobile vehicle main frame. The radiator core .and that furthermore the body
forward terminatin ends or horns of these striking "the shell will be retarded in its
frame members are lgiere shown as ?tted with movement and the force of its impact to a

'

newest;

2

great extent absorbed due to the yielding of the vehicle radiator, said shield being
action of the loop end bars 13, and when the resiliently secured in position.
2. A protective device for vehicles com
bumper 11 is a spring bar bumper to the
prising
a bumper extending transversely of
yielding action of the bumper.
lln the vform of the invention shown in the vehicle frame and resiliently supported "
Fig. 3 the shield bars 13 are of di?erent de

thereby, a shield supported at its lower

tened to the bumper 11 and terminating in
loops 16 while the upper end of the bars ter
minate in rearwardly curved ends 19. A.
horizontal mounting for the upper end of

in a protecting position in front of the auto
mobile radiator, and means for yieldingly
securing the upper portion of the shield to

sign, the lower ends of the bars being fas ends by the bumper and extending upwardly

10
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the radiator.

3. A protective device for automobiles
comprising
a resiliently mounted bumper
the ends of the transverse supporting bar 14.
These loops are substantially the same as disposed transversely of a vehicle frame, a
the loops 16 shown in Fig. 2 of the drawing. radiator shield secured by its lower end to
The shield bars 13 have horizontally extend the bumper and extending upwardly in a
ing portions 21 which may serve as a grat protecting position in front of the radiator,
ing on which luggage may be mounted whlle and means for securing the upper end of
the vertical portions 22 will act as a radiator the shield to the radiator shell.
4. A protective device for automobiles
shield.
_
_
lfn operation of the present mvent1on a comprising a resilient bumper extending
suitable bumper bar is mounted transversely transversely of the automobile frame, a
of a vehicle frame and secured thereto. ‘To radiator shield secured by its lower endto

the bars is provided by forming loops 20 at

15

20
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this bar are attached a plurality of shield the said bumper, and resilient means for se
bars 13 which extend upwardly and are se curing the upper end of said shield to a

cured by their upper ends to thetransverse
30
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radiator.

,

5. A protective device for- automobiles
fastening bar 14 which in turn 1s clamped
to the shell of the radiator. In the event comprising a bumper secured transversely
that the front of the vehicle comes into col of the automobile frame, attaching means
lision with a ?xed or moving object the secured transversely of the radiator, and a

bumper and radiator shield will be inter resilient shield secured by its lower end to
posed between the vehicle and the ob]ect the bumper and by its upper end to the at
with which it collides. Any portion of this taching means, said shield comprising a plu
object which would tend to strike the fen rality of resilient strips extending parallel

ders would be warded off by the bumper, to each other.
6. A protective device for automobiles
and in the event that any overhanging por
tion is in danger of damaging the radiator, comprising‘ a bumper secured transversely
this would be warded off by the radiator of the automobile frame, attaching means
shield bars 13. The force of impact would secured transversely of the radiator, and a
be absorbed due to the resiliency of the resilient shield secured by its lower end to
shield bars 13, and their formations, and the the bumper and by its upper end to the at
resilient mounting afforded by the bars 14 taching means, said shield comprising a plu
rality of ?at resilient strips extending par
and the bumper 11.

It will thus be seen that the present inven allel to each other and in a protecting posi
tion affords adequate means for protecting tion in front of the radiator core.
7. A. protective device for automobiles
the complete forward end of an automobile
and insuring that in the case of impact or col comprising a bumper secured transversely
lision a vehicle will be shielded and the of the automobile frame, attaching means
major portion of the force directed against secured transversely of the radiator, and a
the vehicle will be absorbed by the yielding resilient shield secured by its lower end to
the bumper and by its upper end to the at
action of the bumper and the shield.
While I have shown the preferred form taching means, said shield comprising a plu

rality of ?at resilient strips extending par
be understood that various changes might allel to each other and in a protecting posi
be made in the combination, construction tion in front of the radiator core, the strips
and arrangement of parts by those skilled being formed at their opposite ends with
in the art, Without departing from the spirit loops by which they are secured to the

of my invention as now known to me, it will
55

of the invention as claimed.

Having thus described my invention what
60
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v

I claim and desire to secure by Letters Pat
ent is:
1. A. protective device for vehicles com

bumper and the attaching means.

3._A protective device for radiators com
prlsing a spring bar bumper extending
transversely of a radiator frame, a trans

versely extending attaching member secured

prising a bumper extending transversely of to the radiator shell, and a plurality of
the vehicle and resiliently supported there spring bars secured by their opposite ends
by and carrying a shield for the protection to the radiator and the attaching means and
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disposed in spaced parallel relation to each
other for the protection of the
radiator core. spring bars secured by their opposite ends
9. A protective device for radiators com tothe radiator and the attaching means and
pri sing a spring bar bumper extending disposed in spaced parallel relation to each 10

5 transversely of a radiator frame, a trans other for the protection of the radiator core,
versely extending attaching member secured said bars having looped ends by which they
are fastened to the attaching means.
to the radiator shell, and
a plurality of

ROLLIE B. FAGEOL.

